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Abstract

Unlike scholars who read Ernest Hemingway’s novella *The Old Man and the Sea* as a simple story that narrates the fishing experience of an old man in the Gulf Stream, this paper examines the human values of humility, patience, determination and pride in the story. These values can be seen in the character of the old fisherman who does not lose hope or self-confidence after eighty-four unlucky days. Despite his physical weakness, the old man does not renounce his dream of catching big fish to prove to other fishermen that determination and hope are important in the life of humans. The story implies that the sharks that attack the catch of the old man represent the evil forces in nature that attempt to prevent humans from achieving their goals. Therefore, Hemingway presents the sharks as predators and malicious creatures that attack without mercy.
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The American novelist Ernest Hemingway was one of the avant-garde of the twentieth century who achieved great success through his life. As a result of witnessing World War I, Hemingway wrote novels like *A Farewell to Arms* and *The Sun Also Rises* to describe the horrors of war and the struggles of human beings in an inhumane and destructive world. In his parable novella *The Old Man and the Sea*, Hemingway recounts the story of an old fisherman and his struggles with the forces of nature rather than focusing on war. This novella is an autobiographical story that is based on Hemingway’s fishing experience in Key West, Florida. Many scholars read *The Old Man and the Sea* as a simple story about the experience of the old fisherman in the Gulf Stream. Stanley Cooperman claims that “Hemingway was attempting to deal with the problem of old age” (216). Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools also note, “one may still say with some truth that Hemingway used *The Old Man and the Sea* as a means of revising his code of ‘grace under pressure’ to consider how a man manifests this grace when facing defeat or old age” (77). William Cain adds, “In *The
Old Man and the Sea} Hemingway recounts Santiago’s story to express the majesty and the pointlessness of human effort” (117). Other scholars like Jeffrey Herlihy focus on the religious symbolism in the story. Herlihy says: “Hemingway, a convert to Catholicism, draws heavily on religious symbolism in The Old Man and the Sea” (32). I would argue in this paper that Hemingway’s The Old Man and the Sea is not a simple story about the life of an old fisherman or a religious story, but a story that establishes the human values of endurance, determination, pride, and humility.

Hemingway introduces the old man, Santiago, from the very beginning of the novella as a patient and confident man. The old man lives a lonely life on the sea after the boy, Manolin, who used to help him in fishing was forced by his parents to go in another boat because the old man was unlucky. Hemingway begins his story by describing the bad luck of the old man:

He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he had gone eighty-four days now without taking a fish. In the first forty days without a fish the boy’s parents had told him that the old man was now definitely and finally salao, which is the worst form of unlucky, and the boy had gone at their orders in another boat which caught three good fish the first week. (3)

The unlucky days of the old man do not make him lose confidence or hope that he will take a big catch one day. It would be important to note here that the old man does not fish for entertainment, but because fishing is a source of living for him. The description of the sail of the old man gives us a clear image of his life: “The sail was patched with flour sacks and, furled, it looked like the flag of permanent defeat” (ibid. 3). The story of the old man gets the readers emotionally involved as if they are part of the fishing experience. William Cain says: “What Santiago feels Hemingway has felt, and that is why this writer can strike the phrase that instills in us the same feeling” (115). The unlucky life of the old man and the fact that his sail “looked like the flag of permanent defeat” reminds us of the hopeless
life of Hemingway who received deep wounds during World War I after volunteering in the American Red Cross and as a result committed suicide in 1961. Cain comments, “Hemingway was a fisherman, hunter, ambulance driver, war reporter, soldier; he was wounded and injured countless times” (118). While Hemingway loses faith in the institutions of Western civilization, his hero in *The Old Man and the Sea* sustains his confidence and prefers to fight till the end.

The novella emphasizes the importance of obedience to parents in the life of humans. In the dialogue of the old man with the boy about the reasons that made him quit going fishing with the old man, the old man tells the boy: “I know you did not leave me because you doubted” (4) and the boy replies: “It was papa made me leave. I am a boy and I must obey him” (4). Despite the love and respect that the boy has for the old man and his belief that the unlucky days will come to an end, the boy announces that his obedience to his father is more important than fishing with the old man. No doubt that fishing with the old man has taught the boy lessons about humility and self-restraint. Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools comment, “Fishing has taught the boy lessons about being in nature and the power of faith. As the old man returns from eighty-four days without a catch, the boy reminds him of the time they went eighty-seven days without fish, only to have their luck turn” (79). Therefore, when the boy says that his father “hasn’t much faith,” “No, but we have”, (4) the old man responds. This implies the humility of the boy and his devotion for the old man who taught him fishing.

Hemingway gives us a clear image of the poverty and loneliness of the old man to describe his patience and endurance. The old man lives a simple lifestyle in a small hut and there seems no one to take care of him except the boy. The hut of the old man is described as follows: “The shack was made of the tough bud-shields of the royal palm which are called guano and in it there was a bed, a table, one chair, and a place on the dirt floor to cook with charcoal” (8). Furthermore, the shirt of the old man is patched and looks like his sail: “His shirt had been patched so many times that it was like the sail and
the patches were faded to many different shades by the sun” (11). The description of the old man as poor and unlucky implies the suffering and pain he had through his life. Furthermore, it refers to the kindhearted old man who only kills fish to pay for his life expenses. Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools note, “throughout much of the text, Santiago’s compassion is that of the hunter who kills cleanly” (84). Therefore, Hemingway never attempts to present his hero as a killer or enemy of nature but as a compassionate and honorable man.

The boy and lions represent sources of hope for the old man that make him endure the pain in his body and continue fishing. The boy encourages the old man when he says: “There are many good fishermen and some great ones. But there is only you” (15), and the old man responds: “Thank you. You make me happy. I hope no fish will come along so great that he will prove us wrong” (15). This implies that the boy is the apprentice of the old man and it was the old man who taught him fishing and humbleness. The old man always misses the boy, as a companion and a friend, when he fishes alone in the Gulf Stream because the presence of the boy gives him hope. Furthermore, the dream of the old man of the lions playing on the beaches of Africa reminds him with his youth and physical strength. The old man dreams of the lions that “played like young cats in the dusk and he loved them as he loved the boy” (17). Kenneth Johnston comments, “the old man’s recurring dream of the young lions playing upon the beach in Africa may be likened to a kind of shield against the assault of old age, a harking back to a period of his youthful courage and invincibility” (390). Therefore, the old man cheers himself with images of lions because he understands the bond between himself and the lions that symbolize leadership and strength.

The old man challenges the forces of nature by deciding to fish far beyond other fishermen with an attempt to end his unlucky days. At the same time, he remains aware of the bond between man and nature expressed through his appreciation of the beauty of nature. The old man considers the flying fish as his “friends” and feels pity for the
small birds, “he was very fond of flying fish as they were his principal friends on the ocean. He was sorry for the birds, especially the small delicate dark terns that were always flying and looking and almost never finding, and he thought, the birds have a harder life than we do except for the robber birds and the heavy strong ones” (20). The old man understands that he is part of nature just like the flying fish and the birds that search for food in the vast sea. Therefore, he feels that animals and birds have souls and struggle to remain alive just like human beings. Furthermore, the old man tries to forget his loneliness through reminding himself of the importance of unity between man and the natural world.

Hemingway criticizes the cruelty and callousness of human beings after World War II through *The Old Man and the Sea*. Stanley Cooperman says:

The preoccupation of Ernest Hemingway with individual courage, will, and endurance – the need for self-contained action, ritualized form, precision of motion (and emotion), and – perhaps most important – the fear of complex motivation and the insistence upon the absolute necessity for initiative as a definition of manhood – was seriously threatened in the years preceding and following World War II. (215)

Hemingway does not only attempt to emphasize the ideas of “courage, will, and endurance” as Cooperman argues, but also criticizes the image of human beings as killers and heartless after WWII through introducing to his readers the story of the old man who can be seen as a symbol of humanity and mercy. Unlike other fishermen who are introduced as killers in the novella, the old man is presented as kindhearted and merciful. The contrast between the old man and other fishermen goes as follows: “Most people are heartless about turtles because a turtle’s heart will beat for hours after he has been cut up and butchered. But the old man thought, I have such a heart too and my feet and hands are like theirs” (27). Therefore, the old man can be seen as lover of nature rather than cruel through his
attempts to catch fish.

The old man risks his life by fishing beyond the limitations of fishermen to satisfy his pride and prove his heroism. B. S. Tillinghast says: “Probably no other American writer is as closely associated with the concept of the hero as Hemingway. His characters aim high and take great risks. Even when his characters fail, they usually have a moral victory” (38). Despite the physical weakness of the old man, Hemingway introduces his hero to the readers as spiritually strong and faithful. The old man is a brave man with extraordinary abilities who never renounces his dreams. Therefore, the pride of the old man motivates him to succeed though he loses his catch in the end.

Hemingway teaches humanity moral lessons through describing the experience of Santiago in his old age maintaining the codes of fishing. The old man pities the marlin he hooked, “then he began to pity the great fish that he had hooked. He is wonderful and strange and who knows how old he is, he thought” (38). The feeling of pity the old man shows toward the fish may be related to his belief in the brotherhood between man and nature. The old man says: “I wish I could feed the fish … He is my brother” (47). Furthermore, the old man announces that using the bait with the hidden hook is a kind of “treachery” when he states: “When once, through my treachery, it had been necessary to him to make a choice” (39). This justifies the right of the fish to defend himself against the “treachery” of the old man that can be seen through pulling the skiff of the old man for three days.

Through his life on the sea, the old man develops a feeling that killing nature is sin. He declares: “Perhaps I should not have been a fisherman … But that was the thing that I was born for” (40). As a fisherman, the old man realizes that he can only stay alive by killing. Glen Love reminds us of the belief of Hemingway that “it is a sin to kill any non-dangerous game animal except for meat” (209). Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools comment, “begging the pardon of an animal one kills for food is common to the ethics of indigenous hunting” (84). The old man has compassion for creatures of the sea though he fully
understands that he is there, just like all other fishermen, for killing. Carlos Fuentes argues, “we survive because we kill nature. We cannot escape this need and it damages our soul” (24). Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools also explain that “The Old Man and the Sea reveals the damage to Santiago’s body and soul from killing the part(s) of nature he most loves” (87). It would be important to emphasize the idea that the old man does not become violent through his attempts to catch fish, but rather a merciful fisherman who promotes the ethics of fishing. The damage to the soul of the old man, as some scholars argue, implies that he is part of nature and that killing the nature he loves makes him lose part of himself.

_The Old Man and the Sea_ does not promote for savagery or brutality when the old man struggles to catch the marlin for three days. William Cain claims that “_The Old Man and the Sea_ is a theater of cruelty with a flesh piercing array of images and terms that complicate the novel’s renderings of nature’s wonder and humankind’s courage” (120). He also adds: “The killing of the marlin is savage and heartbreaking, brutal and erotic” (121). However, nowhere in the novella we find that killing the marlin is “savage” or “brutal”, as Cain claims. On the contrary, the old man feels sorry for the marlin and emphasizes his nobility and greatness. The following passage describes the feelings of love and sympathy the old man shows to the marlin, “then he was sorry for the great fish that had nothing to eat and his determination to kill him never relaxed in his sorrow for him. How many people will he feed, he thought. But are they worthy to eat him? No, of course not. There is no one worthy of eating him from the manner of his behaviour and his great dignity” (62). The old man believes that humans do not recognize the value of the fish because he considers the fish as “more noble and more able” (51). The old man also wishes that he could feed the fish that has the hook in his mouth in the deep waters for three days. Therefore, it would be erroneous to consider killing the fish brutal or inhumane. This reminds us of the belief of Hemingway who was “fully aware of the fact that eating requires killing” (38). At the same time, Hemingway followed the rule
of killing only for meat and we can see this in the character of his hungry and poor hero who was only searching for food in the vast sea.

The old man emphasizes the mutual pain he feels with the marlin and the deep attachment to nature. The old man speaks to the fish: “You’re feeling it now, fish … And so, God knows, am I.” (44). The old man feels the stiffness in his back and the cramp in his hand, but he learns confidence and patience from his life on the sea. The man says: “he [the marlin] was such a calm, strong fish and he seemed so fearless and so confident. It is strange … ‘You better be fearless and confident yourself, old man’” (69). Sergio Bocaz argues that “the contact with nature is in itself a kind of purification” (52). This implies that the lonely life of the old man on the sea cleanses his soul and sustains the ethics of fishing. Philip Melling notes, “In Hemingway’s work, those who have offended the sea rarely escape its retribution … The sea has a moral and providential presence in the novel” (22). This could be the reason that the old man loves the sea and attached to its creatures to avoid the vengeance of nature.

Hemingway emphasizes the idea of the brotherhood between man and nature that can be seen in the character of the old man and the way he treats the marlin and other creatures of the sea, and at the same time, he introduces the sharks as enemies of nature and the forces of destruction in the life of humans. The old man highlights the idea of brotherhood between humans and nature even after catching the marlin because of his belief that all creatures have souls just like human beings. He says after catching the marlin: “With his mouth shut and his tail straight up and down we sail like brothers” (83). On the other hand, the old man expresses his fear of the sharks when he says: “Unless sharks come … If sharks come, God pity him and me” (55). The old man describes the sharks as predators, who threaten both the marlin and his life.

The shark was not an accident. He had come up from deep down in the water as the dark cloud of blood had settled and dispersed in the mile deep sea. He had come up so fast and absolutely without caution
that he broke the surface of the blue water and was in the sun. Then he fell back into the sea and picked up the scent and started swimming on the course the skiff and the fish had taken. (83-84)

The old man links the sharks to the dark powers in nature that appear from the deep dark waters, to kill and start corruption in nature. No doubt that the old man, who was unlucky for eighty-four days and three other days struggling on the sea till he caught the marlin, views the marlin as his fortune that would change his life. However, the sharks find in the catch of the old man an easy prey to satisfy their avaricious desires.

Hemingway highlights the importance of confidence and hope in the life of humans; however, he suggests that there will be little hope to fight dangerous and fierce creatures like the sharks. Unlike the marlin who is a noble and worthy opponent, the sharks are malicious and unworthy opponents. The fight between the old man and the sharks is an unjust fight because the sharks come in groups. It would be important to note here that the hero of Hemingway starts to lose hope only after seeing the sharks, “the old man’s head was clear and good now and he was full of resolution but he had little hope” (85). He adds: “He [the old man] hit it [the shark] without hope but with resolution and complete malignancy” (86). The old man hits the sharks without mercy as an attempt to protect his catch. This brings to our minds the way the old man was merciful to the marlin, an image that is different from the way he treats the sharks. Another reason that the old man does not want the sharks to feed on his catch is that he does not want to see the marlin disfigured. Therefore, the old man feels sorry when he was not able to defend the marlin after the attack of the sharks. Gregory Stephens and Janice Cools refer to the humility of the old man when he says: “humility has to be a cornerstone of mature heroic grace, as in the moment when a ‘beaten’ Santiago apologizes to the marlin half-eaten by sharks” (78). The cruelty of the sharks is described as follows: “He [the shark] took about forty pounds,’ the old man said aloud. He took my harpoon too and all the rope, he thought, and now my fish bleeds again and there will be others. He did not like to look at the fish anymore since he had been mutilated. When the fish had been hit it
was as though he himself were hit” (86). The sharks disfigure the beauty of the marlin, and the old considers that as destruction of the beauty of nature. The old man describes the sharks as evil, ugly and cruel creatures that are unworthy to eat the marlin. Therefore, the sharks act like thieves who steal the old man’s triumph and success. Moreover, the sharks can stand for the evil people in real life who envy others for their success to prevent them from achieving their goals.

The end of *The Old Man and the Sea* can be seen as success rather than failure because the old man does not lose honor or confidence after the sharks destroy the marlin. The old man announces: “Man is not made for defeat … A man can be destroyed but not defeated” (87). The old man does not renounce fishing after he loses the marlin in the fight with the sharks. When the old man returns to the village, even though he was physically exhausted, he still plans to fish. The old man tells the boy: “We must get a good killing lance and always have it on board. You can make the blade from a spring leaf from an old Ford. We can grind it in Guanabacoa. It should be sharp and not tempered so it will break. My knife broke” (106). Stanley Cooperman comments on the old man as a triumphant hero, “this triumph, of course, is a victory in spiritual terms – for it is only in spiritual terms that a victory can ever be real” (219). Therefore, the old man proves that man can fulfill his dreams through commitment, endurance and determination.

In conclusion, Hemingway’s *The Old Man and the Sea* does not only recount the experience of an old man fishing in the Gulf Stream, but rather a story that teaches morals. After eighty-four of unlucky days, the old man proves, after catching the marlin, that physical weakness can not prevent man from achieving his goals. Moreover, the old man learns from his struggles with the sharks that a man should be well armed to counter the evil forces in nature. The old man does not lose hope, confidence or faith after the sharks destroy the marlin and resolves that in his next fishing adventure he will not lose battle with the sharks.
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